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Abstract
In this paper we propose a new deliberation process based on argumentation and bipolar decision

making in a context of agreed common knowledge and priorities together with private preferences. This
work is inspired from the supply chain management domain and more precisely by the “Collaborative
Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment” model which aims at selecting a procurement plan in collab-
orative supply chains.
Keywords: Decision process, Argumentation, Supply Chain Management.

1 Introduction
In the supply chain management (SCM) domain, collaborative planning is the process of finding a pro-
duction plan which is suitable for every agent involved in the supply chain (SC). In this domain, a useful
requirement is that the agents have agreed about some general conventions concerning the eligible criteria
wrt production plans (avoiding more discussions about criteria). From Artificial Intelligence point of view,
the SCM collaborative plan problem is a particular case of a collaborative decision given a background
consensual knowledge and the particular preferences of each agent. This decision is the selection of a can-
didate according to a global convention and according to the precise arguments uttered by them about each
candidate. In the classification of dialogs given by Walton and Krabbe [17], we are facing a deliberation
process, since the initial situation is a dilemma (the agents need to find a good plan among several options),
each agent aims at coordinating its goals and actions with the others in order to decide the best course of
action that will be beneficial for all the participants.
In existing process, supply chain participants are compelled to provide numerical data (which may require
some expensive computation, or may be based on some debatable numerical evaluations). Our main goal is
to design a formal framework in which (qualitative) arguments in favor or against a plan maybe expressed
and may interact with each-other. This framework will enable to conceive systems that could facilitate and
guide the agents to converge rationally towards a set of consensual plans. Moreover, the production plan
that will be chosen should have a guaranteed quality: if the selection leads to a set of plans that are under
an admissibility threshold then the process is aborted and an exception is raised. Otherwise, if several
plans are admissible then the customer (or the most important actor playing a role similar to a customer
wrt a supplier ([13]) has usually the last choice. Thus, our aim is twofold, enlarge the expressive power
and readability of the decision protocols concerning collaborative planning in SCM domains, import these
ideas to AI field in order to propose a new rational model of collaborative decision making (or deliberation)
under clear admissibility criteria.
More precisely we propose a new deliberation process based on bipolar argumentation where the argu-
ments, their incompatibilities (called attacks) and their importance levels are commonly agreed before the
deliberation. We directly apply this process for collaborative planning in supply chain using CPFR R© (see
Section 2.3). In AI literature some models have already been proposed based on a bipolar view of alterna-
tives. Indeed, it is often the case that human people evaluate the possible alternatives considering positive
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and negative aspects separately [16]. Moreover, argumentation has already been proposed to govern deci-
sion making in a negotiation context (see for instance [2] and [14] for a survey). But, as far as we know,
the use of bipolar argumentation in order to govern a deliberation process under instantiated arguments
had never been studied. Moreover, in context of supply chain the agents only require to obtain admissible
production plan and do not necessarily need to class them (in the worst case the best plan can be inadmis-
sible, in other cases every plan may be admissible). Hence, we propose and study the rationality and the
calculability of the admissible set. Furthermore, the notion of efficiency and simplicity that are central in
SCM domain can bring a new perspective for modeling deliberation process in AI.
We first recall the basis of qualitative bipolar decision, classical argumentation and supply chain planning.
In a second step, we define a common decision making structure gathering the concepts of bipolarity and
argumentation, then we propose admissibility thresholds. We apply this deliberation process to an example
of collaborative planning.

2 Background

2.1 Qualitative bipolar decision
In this paper we focus on the problem of qualitative bipolar decision, this problem can be formalized as
follows. Let C be a finite set of potential choices and A be a set of arguments (or criteria) viewed as
decision attributes ranging on a bipolar scale {−,+}. More precisely if a ∈ A and c ∈C then a(c) is either
an argument in favor of the choice c (when a(c) = +) or against it (a(c) = −). Let us consider a totally
ordered scale level expressing the relative importance of arguments: ∀a1,a2 ∈ A , if level(a1) > level(a2)
then a2 is more important than a1 (the best level is 1). In this paper, a set A ⊆ A of arguments is called
a bipolar leveled set of arguments abbreviated bla, and A+ = {a | a(c) = +} and A− = {a | a(c) = −}
denote respectively the set of arguments in favor and against the choice c. The problem of rank-ordering
the possible choices has been well studied in the literature. For this purpose, decision rules which build
preference relations between decisions were proposed [4].
Most approaches in the literature focus on preferences but do not discus the problem of admissibility
threshold. In this paper we propose such kind of thresholds.
Note that classical models do not take into account the conflicts that may occur between arguments, indeed
the presence of some arguments may decrease the validity of other arguments. In this paper we propose a
model that takes into account both the importance of arguments and the relations between them.

2.2 Classical argumentation
In the abstract argumentation theory, Dung [8] has defined several ways, called “semantics”, to select
admissible arguments. Given a graph (X ,R), called argumentation system where X is a set of arguments
and R is a binary relation on X called attack, the selected sets of arguments S ∈ X , called extensions, should
be conflict free (i.e. should not contain internal attacks). Most of the extensions proposed by Dung are
based on a defense notion1 that is not very intuitive in our context. Including defended arguments would
amount to accept every positive argument as soon as one positive argument is not attacked (and similarly for
negative arguments). Moreover, as already noticed by Amgoud and Vesic [2] “Dung’s framework cannot be
used for decision making since it simply selects groups of arguments containing at last, one of the strongest
(positive or negative) arguments”. Hence, Dung’s framework is not useful in our context: it will give the
same results with a more complex computation, as the results obtained by simply selecting the unattacked
arguments.

2.3 Supply chain planning
A supply chain is “a network of connected and interdependent organizations mutually and cooperatively
working together to control, manage and improve the flow of materials and information from suppliers to
end users” [5]. Handling a supply chain is called supply chain management and can be defined as “the

1A set of arguments Y defends an argument x iff for any argument y s.t. (y,x)∈R there exists an argument z∈Y such that (z,y)∈R.
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management of upstream and downstream relationships with suppliers and customers to deliver superior
customer value at less cost to the supply chain as a whole” [5]. Two types of supply chains can be dis-
tinguished: decentralized supply chains (SC where actors are independents) and centralized supply chains
(SC where decision authority and information is hold by one single party) [1]. In this paper we focus on de-
centralized supply chains. The key of successful SCM for decentralized supply chains is the collaborative
process.
The collaborative processes are usually characterized by a set of point-to-point customer / supplier re-
lationships with partial information sharing [7]: one or several procurement plans are built and propa-
gated through the supply chain using negotiation processes. One of the most popular collaborative pro-
cesses has been standardized under the name of “Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment”
(CPFR R©) [10]. It is also a registered trademark of Voluntary Inter-industry Commerce Standards (VICS).
The CPFR R© is a hierarchical process (strategic, tactical and operational) and is decomposed into four
main tasks: Strategy and Planning, Demand and Supply Management, Execution and Analysis. In this
paper, we are interested by the collaborative task of Demand and Supply Management, and more precisely
by Order planning/forecasting and replenishment planning which are tasks that aim to determine future
product ordering and some delivery requirements based upon the sales forecast, inventory positions, transit
lead times, and other factors. In the literature of production planning, the collaborative order planning
and replenishment planning are based on linear programming and/or mixed integer programming where
the actors negotiate about a cost function which aggregates the inventory, the capacity, the production con-
sequences ... (see [7] and [1] for a survey). Since some coefficients of the cost function are difficult to
estimate for these actors, the analyses of resulting plans become difficult.
Another method, is to propose a set of plans to the supplier. Then the supplier evaluates the plans in terms
of risk of back-ordering [9] and chooses the less risky plan. However, the risk of back-ordering is still poor
information regarding the multi-dimension nature of evaluation of a production planning process [12].
Another part of SCM literature focuses on the actor planning process and on how to take into account the
multi-objective nature of the problem and the qualitative evaluation of a production plan. For these pur-
poses, the fuzzy goal programming approach [11] and the fuzzy multi-objective approach [3] have been
proposed. The fuzzy goal programming approach consists in defining goals in terms of fuzzy intervals,
the more the result belongs to the goal the more pleased is the decision maker. The fuzzy multi-objective
approach takes into account the fuzziness of the importance of the criteria. For the problem of produc-
tion distribution planning, a collaborative fuzzy programming approach has been developed in [15] which
proposes a hierarchy of priority levels for the objective functions of the model, taking into account the
dominance of each firm.
Those models do not take into account the bipolarity of decision. Our proposal aims to generalize the
approach of [9] by taking into account the multi-objectives and qualitative nature of the problem using a
bipolar argumentative framework.

3 A Formal Framework for Bipolar Argumentative Deliberation
A collaborative deliberation process involves several agents that want to select a candidate (or an option)
in a “rational” manner. In order to do this selection, the agents are going to present arguments in favor or
against some candidates. Then the system will aggregate their arguments and return the winner(s). The
idea, borrowed from collaborative planning, is that the agents should first agree on general criteria in terms
of arguments that may be used in favor or against a decision, and in terms of dominance/defeat relations
between those arguments. After this agreement stage which is done once and for all, they can proceed to
the selection of the candidates by giving arguments in favor or against some of them according to their
private knowledge and preferences.

3.1 Bipolar Leveled Features Set
Let C = {c1, . . .cn} be a set of candidates (choices) and V = {v1, . . .vn} a set of voters, we are going to
consider the arguments in favor or against the different candidates from the point of view of each voter. Ar-
guments are entities representing a particular feature that may characterize some candidates, and influence
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their selection.

Example 1 In supply chain planning the problem is to find a production plan which satisfies both cus-
tomers and suppliers. Thus, the set of candidates is the set of possible production plans and the customers
and the suppliers are the voters. In this example, we consider three plans c1, c2 and c3 and two voters v1
(the supplier) and v2 (the customer).

Definition 1 (instantiated argument) An instantiated argument av(c) is a predicate based on an argument
a, given a voter v and a candidate c. Let I be the set of all instantiated arguments2, namely, I = {av(c) |
v ∈V,c ∈C,a ∈ A}. Moreover for any c ∈C, I (c) = {av(c) | a ∈ A ,v ∈V} denotes the set of instantiated
arguments about c.

Given a set of arguments the universe is the structure that contains those arguments together with their
interactions.

Definition 2 ((instantiated) universe) A universe (respectively instantiated universe) (AU ,RU ) is a graph
whose vertices are arguments AU ⊆ A (respectively instantiated arguments AU ⊆ I ) and arcs are conflict
relations between arguments such that RU ⊆ AU ×AU .

If R is an attack relation then (a,b) ∈ R means that the argument a defeats the argument b. In our context a
is a possible feature, thus (a,b) ∈ R means that if a characterizes a candidate then the fact that b also holds
for this candidate has no interest nor influence on the final result (b is invalidated by a).
Note that a universe is a Dung argumentation system [8]. Now, let us consider that the protagonists have
agreed about a consensual universe. This consensual agreement concerns the features that will be used
in arguments, it concerns also the way they are divided into two sets (features “in favor of” and features
“against” the candidates). Finally the agreement between the participants concerns also the importance
accorded to each feature, it is translated by a level, the higher level corresponds to the features that play the
smaller role in the decision.
Note that the different features in A+ are arguments in favor of a candidate hence they are, by nature,
opposed to the arguments against this candidate i.e. features in A− (and conversely). This is why a bla will
be associated with a graph in which each argument in A+ is attacking any less important argument in A−

(i.e. belonging to a greater level).
For arguments situated at the same level λ, the relation is not so systematic. Let us denote by Aλ the set of
arguments at level λ, we consider that a relation Rλ should be defined in order to express the attacks between
A+

λ
and A−

λ
. These attacks are not necessarily symmetric. We can be confronted to three relationships

between a positive and a negative feature of the same level:
• they may have a completely independent impact on the accuracy to select a candidate having these
features: no attack (e.g. in the supply chain management domain, the carbon impact and the stability of
the production plan)
• they may have an opposite impact: hence when they appear together the attack is symmetric (e.g., a plan
that may be considered both satisfactory and not satisfactory for personal reason)
• they may be related in a way that the presence of the first one outperforms the other (although they have
the same level of importance) for instance a plan that may imply a high inventory level for an actor of the
supply chain is bad even if this plan makes a quick flow for an other actor.

This is why the relation Rλ should be given for each level λ.

Definition 3 (universe associated to a bla) Let A be a bla with l levels. The universe associated to A
given a family of l binary relations on A, (Rλ)λ≤l such that ∀λ ∈ J1, lK,Rλ ⊆ (A+

λ
×A−

λ
)∪ (A−

λ
×A+

λ
), is the

graph (A,R) with
R = {(x,y) ∈ (A+×A−)∪ (A−×A+) and level(x)< level(y)}∪

⋃
λ∈J1,lK Rλ

The instantiated universe associated to a bla A given R and given a set of instantiated arguments I included
in IA,V,C is a graph (I,RI) where RI is s.t. (a1v1(c1),a2v2(c2))∈RI iff c1 = c2 and a1,a2 ∈A and (a1,a2)∈R.

2In the literature, the instantiated arguments could be called practical arguments while generic arguments are more related to
epistemic arguments.
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In other words, an instantiated universe is a graph of instantiated arguments. Each argument is a feature
relative to a given candidate according to the opinion of a voter. Attack relations are induced between two
arguments that concern the same candidate when the features described in those arguments were consen-
sually said incompatible.

Example 2 This example is inspired from the literature on multi-criteria production planning. The supply
chain characteristics and objectives give us concrete features that are used in industrial domain. Here, each
argument corresponds to a given industrial objective, then, an argument is enabled for a given production
plan if the plan achieves this objective. The definition of arguments is done at the same time as the definition
of the bla. We consider that the customer and the supplier deliberate on the basis of the following table A
(which is a bla) containing the features that may characterize a plan3:

A+ A−

St: stable load Rb: risk of back-ordering
Ru f : robust under failure Hi: high inventory level

Rl: regrouping lot Me: maintenance expensive
Q f : quick prod. flow Hci: high capacity not used

Pd: periodic delivery date Sc: requires subcontract
Qd: constant quantity Tw: necessity of temporary

delivered workers
Sp: stable plan Ot: necessity of overtime

Ic: important impact carbon
Pr: satisf. for pers. reason NPr: non satisfactory

Lic: low impact carbon for personal reason

St Rb

Ru f Hi

Rl Me

Q f Hci

Pd Sc

Qd Tw

Sp Ot

Ic

Pr NPr

Lic

R1

R2

R3

In this bla A, the set of arguments is A = {St, Rb, Ru f , Hi, Rl, Me, Q f , Hci, Pd, Sc, Qd, Ot, Sp, Tw, Ic,
Pr, NPr, Lic}. This bla has three levels of importance. The family of attack relations (Rλ)λ≤3 between ar-
guments of the same level is s.t. R1 = {(St,Hi), (Rb,St), (Rb,Rl), (Rb,Q f ), (Ru f ,Hi), (Hi,Rl), (Hi,Q f ),
(Me,Ru f ), (Q f ,Hci), (Hci, St)}, R2 = {(Pd, Ic), (Sc,Pd), (Sc,Qd), (Qd, Ic), (Tw,Sp), (Ot,Sp)} and
R3 = {(Pr, NPr), (NPr,Pr), (Lic,NPr)}. For sake of clarity, the other attack relations from any argument
towards each opposite argument of a greater level are not shown on the picture.
The three leveled bla proposed in this example is consistent with the standard ideas used in the supply
chain management domain. This is why we consider at the most important level that the supply chain
has to satisfy the final customer (hence avoid the risk of back-ordering Rb). The supply chain should
also have a quick flow of production (Q f ) (hence the inventory level should not be high: Hi). A good
production plan should ensure a proper management of the storage (i.e a stable load St and no waste in
the storage capacities Hci). Moreover, the supply chain is supposed to have a low risk of failure (Ru f )
and to be cost effective (hence avoid expensive maintenance (Me) and allow for regrouping lots Rl). At
the second level, it is interesting (but not crucial) to have stability on production and delivery (a stable
plan Sp, a constant quantity delivered Qd and periodic delivery dates Pd) in order to satisfy the workers
unless this could increase the cost or induce some errors. Besides, here, the actors are considering that
subcontracting (Sc) increases the risk of back-ordering, hence they prefer not to use overtime (Ot) because
it is expensive. Temporary workers (Tw) decrease the productivity because they need some learning time.
Since the environmental impact has to be integrated in the decision process (according to the idea of “Green
SCM”), the actors should consider carbon impact (Ic). The third level takes into account the good impact
on environment (Lic) and the actors personal preferences (a plan may be satisfactory - or not- for personal
reason Pr - NPr) witch are not mandatory.
Let us justify the attack relation R1 of the highest level of this bla, Rb attacks St, Rl and Q f since the
primary objective of the supply chain is to fulfill the demand. Rb does not attack Ru f because this feature
limits the risk to increase the level of back-ordering. Hi attacks Rl because the actors want to enforce
regrouping the lots unless the inventory level becomes to high. The attack between Hi and Q f is different
because for a voter the two arguments may coexist (or may be exclusive). So this attack can be described as

3In real life, the establishment of this table is more complex and depends on the particular objectives and priorities of the suppliers
and the customers.
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follow “if the plan makes quick flow for one of the voter then it is acceptable only if this plan does not deal
with a high inventory level for an other voter”. Hi is attacked by St and Ru f because St or Ru f may justify
Hi. Me attacks Ru f since a robust plan is a benefit only if this robustness is not too expensive to guarantee.
Hci is attacked by Q f since it is better to have a quick flow of production than to under-exploit the storage
capacity. An example of set of instantiated arguments IB for c1, c2 and c3 is given below together with a
picture of the part of the instantiated bla obtained for candidate c3:

I+(c1) I−(c1) I+(c2) I−(c2) I+(c3) I−(c3)
1 Q fv2 Ru fv1 , Q fv1 , Hciv2

Stv1
2 Spv1 Pdv1 , Qdv1 Icv2 Qdv2 , Spv2 Twv1 , Icv1
3 Prv1 , Prv2 , Prv1 , Licv1 NPrv2 Prv2 NPrv1

Licv2

Part of the bla relative to c3:

Qdv2 Twv1

Spv2 Icv1

Prv2 NPrv1

Proposition 1 (compactness of inputs) When the bla contains at least two levels, the framework used to
express arguments concerning a set of candidates from the point of view of a set of voters with all the
corresponding attacks is more compact4 in the bla framework than in a classical argumentation system.

3.2 Decision protocol
Given a bla A, the set of possible candidates C is given to all voters then each voter v:
- divides privately C into two sets C+

v and C−v ,
- instantiates the features concerning each candidate5 c, collected in Iv(c),
- and finally chooses for each candidate the arguments that he wants to present.
For instance, in our example, v1’s private preferences are C+

v1
= {c1,c2}, C−v1

= {c3} and v2’s ones are C+
v2
=

{c1,c3}, C−v2
= {c2}. In order to select admissible candidates, we can focus on the existence of non attacked

arguments that are in favor and against them. Given a candidate c, the set of non-attacked arguments
concerning c, are denoted S(c) (for “sources”), they are the vertices in I(c) that have no predecessors. We
may consider six main cases:

Definition 4 (admissibility status) Given a bla A with an associated instantiated universe (I,RI), and a
candidate c, let S(c) = {x ∈ I(c) | ∀y,(y,x) /∈ R}, the status of c is
- necessary admissible (Nad) if ∅⊂ S(c)⊆ I+(c)
- possibly admissible (Πad) if S(c)∩ I+(c) 6=∅
- indifferent (Idad) if S(c) =∅
- controversial (Ctad) if S(c)∩ I+(c) 6=∅ and S(c)∩ I−(c) 6=∅
- possibly inadmissible (Π¬ad) if S(c)∩ I−(c) 6=∅
- necessary inadmissible (N¬ad) if ∅⊂ S(c)⊆ I−(c)

In other words, a necessary admissible candidate has an argument in its favor that is unattacked and no
unattacked argument against it; a possibly admissible candidate has at least one unattacked argument in its
favor. An indifferent candidate has no unattacked arguments in its favor or against it, while a controversial
candidate is both supported and criticized by unattacked arguments. A candidate is possibly inadmissible
if there is an unattacked argument against it and necessary inadmissible if there is an unattacked argument
against it and no unattacked argument in favor of it.

Example 3 The arguments given by v1 and v2 about c1 belong only to I+, thus c1 ∈Nad , they seem to agree
to select candidate c1. c2 is also in Nad , c3 is only possibly admissible (c3 ∈ Πad) because Qdv2 and Twv1

are not attacked.

The above definition is related to possibility theory [18, 6], where necessary (resp. possibly) admissible
could be understood as it is certain (resp. possible) that the candidate is admissible. The indifference

4in terms of number of symbols used to represent the same information in the worst case
5In this paper we suppose that a voter v uses the following basic strategy: if c ∈ C+

v then he only gives arguments in I+(c), if
c ∈C−v then he only gives arguments in I−(c).
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case is linked to an impossibility to have unattacked arguments in favor and against a candidate, thus an
impossibility to decide. However it is not related to a standard definition of possibilistic ignorance about
the admissibility of a candidate, which rather corresponds to a controversial candidate that is both possibly
admissible and possibly inadmissible. With these definitions we get:

Proposition 2 Inclusion and Duality:
- Nad ⊆Πad and N¬ad ⊆Π¬ad
- Ctad = Πad ∩Π¬ad and Idad = (C \Πad)∩ (C \Π¬ad)
- Nad =C \ (Π¬ad ∪ Idad) and N¬ad =C \ (Πad ∪ Idad).

The following property reveals that if a candidate is acceptable for all the voters then it is necessary admis-
sible, similarly, if a candidate is unacceptable for all the voters then it is necessary inadmissible.

Proposition 3 (unanimity) Considering a set of voters V using the basic strategy, for any candidate c ∈C
• If ∀v ∈V,c ∈C+(v) and I+(c) 6=∅ then c ∈ Nad .
• If ∀v ∈V,c ∈C−(v) and I−(c) 6=∅ then c ∈ N¬ad .

With these admissibility status, we can propose 3 thresholds of admissibility (from the strongest to the
weakest): the first threshold contains the candidates such that all the unattacked arguments about them are
positive, the second threshold can be divided into two sets: 2a is the set of candidates under the first thresh-
old together with the candidates for which no unattacked argument concerning them is available (neither
positive nor negative), the set 2b tolerates candidates that are concerned by negative unattacked argument
provided that they are also concerned at least by one positive unattacked argument. The third threshold is
the union of the sets 1, 2a and 2b as shown in the figure below:

• threshold 1: c ∈ Nad
• threshold 2a: c ∈ Nad ∪ Idad (or in C \Π¬ad)
• threshold 2b: c ∈Πad (or in Nad ∪Ctad)
• threshold 3: c ∈Πad ∪ Idad (or in C \N¬ad)

Nad

Idad Ctad

N¬ad

1
2a 2b

3

Note that qualitative explanations of the selection can be drawn on a graph, they are simple and clear
compared to quantitative explanations (that may result from complex and obscure numeric computation
and that are not necessarily based on a consensual agreement).
How to compute the admissible sets? Given a candidate c, we first consider the set of unattacked arguments
concerning c (i.e. S(c) = {x ∈ I(c) | ∀y,(y,x) /∈ R) and then according to this set, we may assign one of
the six status (necessary/possibly admissible/inadmissible, indifferent/controversial) to c by using Def. 4.
Building the sets Nad , Πad , Idad , N¬ad and Π¬ad can be done in polynomial time wrt |I|.

4 Conclusion
This paper introduces a new approach for SCM collaborative planning which is the basis of a new frame-
work for collaborative group decision making. The proposed process is a kind of bipolar argumentative
vote with more expressive power than standard vote procedures but also a more compact representation of
an argumentation system which focus on admissibility of candidate and not on a ranking.
There are numerous benefits of this new decision process. First, our framework follows the standard
principles defined by CPFR R© that are commonly used by industrialists. Moreover our proposal handles
multi-criteria expression which is often not the case for classical approaches or done roughly by using ar-
bitrary aggregation functions. Furthermore, it guarantees a succinct expression. And finally, the qualitative
aspect of this approach enables to justify the decision in an understandable and clear way to the actors.
However there are some drawbacks, for instance the need to define a protocol for reaching a bla and a
common definition of conflicts and priorities which maybe a difficult task (but it has only to be done once).
This difficulty may be increased in domains with more open criteria than in the SCM field where standard
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criteria are already well established. In order to complete the definition of this bipolar deliberation proto-
col, a study is still needed to establish that the admissible sets are rational regarding classical decision rules
such as Pareto, BiPoss and BiLexi [4].
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